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762mm (30”) Wingspan Duration Model

Only Suitable for Ages 14+
To complete the model as illustrated you will need to purchase

further items such as tools and materials. Skill & patience required.

Choking Hazard - Contains small, keep out of reach of children.

Keil Kraft Ⓡ is a registered trademark of
Ripmax Ltd. and all rights are reserved.
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General Tips
During the build we suggest covering the plan in a clear plastic �lm to protect the plan as you 
build. You will need various hand tools, glues and other materials to complete this kit. Take 
your time and read the instructions thoroughly before you start.

Fuselage
The fuselage framework is constructed out of 3/32” x 3/32” balsa strip. Bend the longerons to 
shape and pin to the outline of the fuselage in the side view on the plan (pin either side of the 
longerons to hold them in place, not through them, as this would weaken the longerons). 
Ensure that the sections to which the wing and tail will be mounted are perfectly straight. Now 
lay a strip of 3/32” x 3/32” across the longerons at the upright positions and carefully cut 
lengths o� to �t in between the longerons. This method will ensure you cut well �tting 
uprights. Glue all uprights into position from nose to tail. Lay some clear plastic over the 
completed side and build another fuselage side in exactly the same way on top of the �rst side. 
When the glue is dry, remove the assemblies from the plan with care. Pin fuselage formers F2 & 
F3 into place on the plan checking they are square. The fuselage side assemblies are then glued 
to these formers; this sets the squareness (or not) of the fuselage so must be carried out 
carefully. Draw the rear ends of the fuselage together, putting a top and bottom 3/32” x 3/32” 
cross brace between the fuselage sides at the very rear, glue �rmly together. Cut the cross 
braces to the exact sizes shown in the plan - two pieces of each size are required, one each for 
the top and bottom of the fuselage. Glue in place, working from the tail and �nish by gluing the 
nose F1 former to the front of the fuselage. Fill in the nose with sheet balsa as shown on the 
plan, �ush with the longerons and uprights. Glue the two F5 pieces comprising the rear motor 
dowel �xing into position at rear of fuselage on each side. The underside of the two end bays 
is covered with crossgrain 1/32” sheet, with the tailskid F4 glued to the sheet as shown. The 
canopy windows are made from clear plastic sheet, cut to �t the shape of the canopy. Glue this 
to the fuselage sides and front as shown on plan, do not use super glue as this will fog the 
screen. Glue undercarriage mounting tubes in position then add the braces G1-7 shown on the 
plan and �t the wing dowels. The nose block is carved from solid block balsa and should be 
shaped to match the fuselage pro�le. Carefully drill the front to suit the nose bearing.

Wing
The wing is made in three separate parts which are glued together during �nal assembly. Pin 
the main spar to plan using 1/16” packing to raise it to allow for the undercamber of the 
underside of the ribs. Glue each wing rib to the spar at the position shown then glue leading 
edge & trailing edge strips into place ensuring the wing is straight and true. Assemble the 
wingtip sections W1-4 and glue in place. The root W5 ribs of the centre section are glued into 
place at an angle to set the wing dihedral angle - a template is supplied to ensure the correct 
angle; all other ribs are upright. The wing sections are then glued together with the dihedral 
braces to ensure the correct angle and a strong join. Finally glue the gussets G8 into position 
for added strength.
 
Tailplane
Pin leading and trailing edges to plan and glue on the pre-cut tip pieces T1-4, cut the main spar 
to length and glue to tips. Glue the ribs T5-8 into position at the various stations marked on the 
plan. Complete by adding the gussets G8-9.

Fin
Make �n by pinning F1-3 over the relevant plan position and gluing the leading & trailing 
edges into place. Cut and �t the vertical spar in the middle and insert the horizontal pieces to 
�nish. 

Sanding
With medium and �ne grit sand paper carefully sand the airframe so that the wing and tail 
leading and trailing edges form a smooth aerofoil shape as per the plan. Sand the whole 
airframe to ensure the surface is smooth ready to cover.

Covering
Covering with tissue is simple if you follow the instructions carefully. Do not attempt to cover 
the wing with one piece of tissue, use at least six pieces, three for the top and three for the 
bottom. On the underside of the wing, it is necessary to apply tissue paste to every rib, trailing 
and leading edge, because of the undercamber. Everywhere else it is only necessary to paste 
the outside edges. This will help position the tissue before applying dope; alternatively you can 
secure the tissue with a small amount of neat dope around the edges of the structure. Attach 
the tissue to the trailing edge �rst and carefully pull over to leading edge. Pull it taut but do not 
stretch it excessively or the tissue will tear. Smooth tissue down on to all pasted edges and trim 
surplus away with a razor blade. When all parts are covered and paste/dope dry, either spray 
the surface lightly with water or hold in the steam of a kettle. On drying the tissue will tighten 
and most if not all of the wrinkles disappear. To strengthen the tissue the surface needs to be 
carefully coated with special modelling dope, obtainable from your local model shop. Full 
instructions on how to use will be found on the tin, note that the dope will need to be reduced 
with thinners to avoid over shrinking and warping/damage. Cover the tailplanes and fuselage 
in a similar way taking care to keep the tissue tight and �nish with thinned dope.

Undercarriage
Bend the wire undercarriage to match the shape on the plan and the dimensions listed. The 
two parts are joined using some thread and soaked in glue to �nish. The wheels are secured 
using scrap tube or a small piece of wood secured to the wire using a drop of glue.

Flying
Assemble the plane for �ying by placing the wing on top of the cabin and secure it in place 
with small rubber bands. The rubber bands must be tight enough to hold the wing on securely 
in �ight, but not so tight as to damage any part of the structure, particularly the longerons in 
the fuselage. The tail is likewise held on with a rubber band. Slip the band over the end of the 
fuselage, place tail in position and pull the band over tail and hook on the peg at the rear. Tie 
the ends of the rubber motor and make it into loops. To ensure the rubber motor lasts we 
recommend lubricating the rubber motor with special rubber lubricant - do not use ordinary 
oil. Using the lubricant will allow higher performance and dramatically increase the life of the 
motor. Drop one end of the rubber motor into the fuselage and secure with a retaining dowel 
at the rear, hook the other end to the propeller shaft. On completion the model should be 
examined to see that all parts line up accurately. There must be no warps/twists in the wing, tail 
and �n and the wing and tail must all be square with the fuselage. If all is correct, put a few 
winds on the motor by turning the propeller clockwise, as seen from the front. and launch 
gently into wind. Launch the model level and notice what it does, if it stalls, that is climbs 
sharply and then dives, it is over elevated, shift the wing back slightly and try again. If the 
model still stalls do not shift the wing any more but pack the leading edge of the tail up with a 
piece of 1/32” balsa. This should cure the stall and plane will �y level. If however, the plane on 
�rst launch dives to the ground, then the procedure is just the opposite. To cure a dive, shift the 
wing to the front of the cabin and launch. If the model still dives, put a piece of sheet balsa 
under the trailing edge of the tail. This will bring the nose up and cure the dive. When the plane 
will �y along level, more winds may be given to the motor until maximum winds are attained, 
do not over wind the motor as this can cause damage – if the motor bursts due to overwinding 
it will cause damage to the fuselage at a minimum. If the plane turns sharply to the right or left 
check that the �n is parallel to the fuselage. Excessive turning can be easily cured by putting a 
piece of balsa between the nose-block and front former, to angle the propeller shaft in the 
opposite direction, 1/32” is usually su�cient.

General Hints
If you attach some small rubber tubing on the propeller shaft it can help to prevent the wire 
cutting the rubber motor band with repeated use. Do not leave the model exposed to hot sun 
or rain and because of it’s fragile nature, store it with care. Keep the rubber lubricated well 
using genuine rubber lubricant and store in a dry tin (away from sunlight) when not in use. © Ripmax Ltd. 2017
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